This term we are learning about “Growing our brains”.
Indicator one: children will be challenging themselves.
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Indicator two: children will be following processes of learning
You may have already heard teachers talking about “Growing our Brains’. This terms planning is influenced by Carol S.
Dweck’s work on the ‘Motivational Processes Affecting Learning’. We are very lucky to have a world leading Early Childhood
Curriculum ‘Te Whariki’ that supports the development of skills, attitudes and knowledge/ dispositions that support children
to be confident, competent lifelong learners. As so we focus on processes of learning rather than products of learning. This
term’s goal will be supporting children to challenge themselves, an element to the ‘Growth Mind Set’ approach, focusses on
enjoying the struggle of learning, viewing this as a positive situation as we attempt to master new skills, knowledge,
attitudes.
The goal will also be supporting children to develop processes of learning and to recognize and name these processes, such
as, trial and error, observing, listening, following instructions, investigating, etc, so they can then transfer these learning
processes to other learning situations.
When children believe that they are capable of growing their own brains, they shift from a fixed mindset to a “Growth
Mindset” and see themselves in the driving seat of their learning.

“The illiterate of the year 2020 will not be the individual who cannot read or write, but the one who cannot learn,
unlearn and relearn.” Alvin Toffler
“Early childhood is a period of momentous significance for all people growing up in (our) culture…By the time this period is over, children will have formed
conceptions of themselves as social beings, as thinkers, and as language users, and they will have reached certain important decisions about their own
abilities and their own worth.” Donaldson, Grieve & Pratt (1983).
Amanda has been problem-solving using trial and error, utilizing our new technology table to fix some equipment needing repair in the outside environment. Children
have also revisit the kaitkaitanga for this piece of equipment.

Christine has been baking with
the children- making Boston
buns with our potatoes from
the garden. Yummy! This
learning has been tautoko/
support children to use
processes of learning that
include observing others and
giving a go- watching to learn.

Julie has been working with
small and large groups of
children with ‘uke’. The
children are giving it a go,
observing to learn and
challenging themselves

Monarch butterflies! Brittany has introduced some
caterpillars to the environment. This has spark lots of learning
about the cycle of the butterflies’ life. Children have engaged
in problem-solving, trial and error, observing and researching.
Creating space for the caterpillars and also art work extend on
this project.

Emma has been researching with the children as we investigate the brain,
giving children a real concept of this organ and how we can grow it. Children
have created art work after researching in the reference books and have now
begun work on a model brain. Check the planning board out!

Brittany has been working with the children on our Garden to support the group goal learning.
This has included process of learning such as making a plan, recording a plan, trial and error,
problem-solving and observing others. Real work is enjoyed by our children who can also
make links with work in the garden at home. The children used these processes to dig out and
transplant existing plants, as well as plant new plants! Check out the planning board.

Community partnership
This will be a big focus this term as we work with organisations such as The Bruce Project and Milton keas. Keep an eye on the community
board for what’s happening in the community.
We are hoping to be involved in the Bruce project, this collaboration has just begun, with brain storming on how the kindergarten could be
involved in the vision set out by the Bruce project, which reflects the community’s aspirations. We are able to take donations for the Bruce
project market day- young children’s clothing (under 6) and any fruits or veges.
Last term we were able to get out and about in
the community, watching St Mary’s
performance of the greatest showman. Here
we got to see some old friends Oliver and
Sandro. This was a fantastic performance by
St. Marys and we were grateful to enjoy the
product of all their hard work.

Housekeeping:
Please contact us if your child is going to be absent- this is so we know
you are okay.
Please ensure your children’s belongings are named.
Please ensure your children are sun blocked before kindergarten, we will re
sunblock after lunch.
Please ensure your children have a sun hat for kindy, whilst we have sun
hats they are quiet big and this makes it challenging for children to keep
them on. It’s also more hygienic if children have their own.
With warmer days we will be getting wet, so a couple of changes of clothes
ensures your child can engaging in this play.
Sports programme- please ensure if your child is 4 that they have a pair of
training shoes for Tuesday and Thursday for the sports program.

We also got to be a part of Milton Primary’s
end of term assembly, enjoying Christmas
carols and a solo performance from Harmony
Pickering- Birch, wow! As well as being part of
the lolly scramble, thank you.

This term we have also got to Wriggle and
Rhyme, ran by Christine Savage at the Milton
Service Centre. This supports our nga Hononga
links with the community and is also tautoko
children to “give it a go” in a different
environment

Please ensure you sign your child in and out!
Please check the lost property bucket!
Reminder please can children leave home toys at home- this ensures
none get broken or lost.
Please can all parents/ whanau ensure they complete their parent
help and donations- if you are unable to do this please swap with
someone else. When this is not done it puts added pressure on
teachers and/ or the whanau that continuously do it when others
don’t arrive. Many hands make light work and it is a small task over
the whole term. Parent help ensures teachers can provide a range of
resources for children to follow their interests and spend their time
engaging your children in learning.

This year we are part of the Kahui ako-community of learner’s research pods again. This is another great chance for teachers to be a part of a research pod
following a passion of theirs in teaching. This also provides a great opportunity for different education sectors to get together and collaborate on ideas around
teaching and learning whilst building connections between the education sectors.

Thanks to the amazing generosity of our community, who supported our Christmas Raffle and/ or our annual
Kindergarten Calendar at the end of the year. At the end of the year we got to thank some of our generous
supporters in person as we presented them with a special Christmas thank you card. We would also like to take this
opportunity to thank all the businesses that support us.
We also would like to thank: On the Spot, Inflatable world, Milton Stationary Shop, Mega Zone

A big thank
you.
A big thank you
to the
following
organisations,
who supported
us with being
able to
purchase some new resources, through their very
generous donations. Mazda foundation, Dunedin Casino,
and Milton Rotary. Without their support we wouldn’t be
able to have our new and popular carpentry table, and
tools, and our comfortable new chairs, as well as a drying
rack for the many wonderful pieces of art work, and
lovely woven baskets to store our musical instruments.

THANK YOU!!

